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Faculty Outraged Over President's Latest Changes
Benefit Package Revised And Retirement Plan Altered Without Faculty Consent

jy Leslie Peddicord
Senior Staff Writer

~~

president Atchley has recently made
somemajordecisions and revisions that
«U effect the future of the University of
[hePacific and those who are employed
here. The benefits package and retire
ment plan were both revised for all
employees including faculty and ad
ministrators. Some feel that these deci
sions were made erratically and without
sufficient input and consent.
The "Operations Manual and Handlook for Personnel," also referred to as
ihe"Orange Handbook" states that, "A
Basic Health Plan with Major Medical
Benefitsprotection isavailable to eligible
employees and their dependents," and
that "the University provides coverage
under this plan at no cost to the em
ployee." With the changes made by
President Atchley, the employees who
have the UOP Medical Plan will now
have to contribute $12.50 a month as
opposed to free coverage, and employ
ees with dependents will have a $37.50
monthly increase to $50.
Also with the new plan, there are
some questions concerning dental in
surance that have not been resolved.The
question is: If you drop someone as a
dependent, can you reinstate them later?
Dr. Herb Reinelt, professor of philoso
phy and member of the Faculty Com
pensation Committee, and his wife
Margaret are both employed at the
' University and claim each other as de
pendents on their medical and dental
insurance. ''If at the present time," said
Reinelt, "we drop each other and take
our own coverage and i retire, can my
wife add me back onto her coverage?
According to the current policy it is not

clear
ran and it is not clear that
clear that
that shp
she can,

she can't. It's just not clear period."

After a preliminary service of one
year, each faculty member who is 30
years of age or older is required to join
the Teachers Insurance and Annuity
Association, and as stated in the hand
book, the faculty employee and the
University each contribute five percent
of the employee's annual salary up to
$20,000 and seven and one-half percent
by each party of all regular annual salary
above $20,000." With the new plan, the
employee and University will now
contribute two and one-half percent to
retirement for both employees making
above and below $20,000 annually.
A great concern among the faculty,
according to Dr. John Williams, a pro
fessor in the English department and
member of the Academic Council, is
that''President Atchley never once ever
laid on the table for any discussion for
the faculty or the deans anything about
meeting the budget crisis and solving
the deficit problem with a retirement
plan." Reinelt echoed that by stating' 'In
all of the discussions we had, cutting
back on retirement was never part of the
discussion. That came in at the last
minute. Apparently it was the President's
idea and a bad idea at that. It's the worst
possible option as far as I can see."
The idea was presented to three
members of the Academic Council on
Monday, Nov. 25, and they were asked
forcommentsontheproposal. However
Williams said, "Any responses the
council made, we made thinking we
were responding to a proposal that was
to some extent negotiable." Two days
later, Atchley gave details of the cutbacks
in a memorandum to faculty and staff
distributed on the eve of the four-day
Thanksgiving weekend. The majority

of the faculty and staff did not know of
the decision until they returned on the
following Monday. Williams feels that
this plan "guts our retirement plan" and
"the faculty is paying the price for a

deficit we did not create, because all of
the academic units pay for themselves.
So we [the faculty] feel an incredible
sense of betrayal."
The President does hope that he can

Faculty Upset: Curt Kramer, chair of the Academic Council speaks with
faculty at last week's COP meeting.
Photo by Robert Yelas
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bring back the original retirement plan, whether benefit cuts and retirement re
but Williams said, "In the 27 years I've duction are the best ways to beat the
been here everything that's been taken deficit or if there is a better way. "A
away has never come back." This will budget ought to be an open item," said
also be the fourth time in those 27 years Dr. Curt Kramer, professor of geology
that there has not been any raises. "So and chair of the Academic Council,
when you see our retirement being hurt, "people should know where money is
that's a real betrayal. On theone hand its going and, if you can look where money
the money, but that's not the real issue." is going, you can make a judgement
The real issue, according to many, is whetherit'sgood,badorindifferent. We
that in the faculty handbook, retirement have never had an open budget to the
has been spelled out with the percent point where we know that we should
ages and it is a contractual arrangement. take a reduction in salary to really help
Therefore, there is a violation of that the institution because it's theonly place
contractual arrangement. In fact, people to take it. It's really difficult to be
have brought lawsuits against the Uni convinced, and we're not convinced that
versity faculty members on the basis of this is the only way to get the money. The
the handbook and although they've never problem is that the president is con
gone to court, they have won big settle vinced."
ments. This handbook is considered a
One faculty membersaid,"I'd like to
legal document.
know what the President's Office is put
Moreover, in the faculty handbook, ting into this, what he's deducting, be
there is a process for making changes. cause I don't have a sense that anything
According to Williams, President has been cut over there. And in fact, I
Atchleymadenoattemptto work through have the sense that all year long he's
the process to change this and wonders been augmenting his office and moving
if Atchley even knew of the existence of people into Anderson Hall, spending
the retirement specifications. "That's money to redo the top floor of
sloppy. We pay these people a lot of McConchie Hall, in order to relocate
money to take care of things."
Career Planning and Placement, which
Faculty, students and staff under in a time when we have budget prob
stand that the president must balance the lems, seems to me inexcusable." Presi
books and beat the deficit. However, dent Atchley could not be reached for
anotherissue isthe fact that the financial comment.
books have not been opened to the com
Williams also said that President
mittees aiding the decision-making pro Atchley has given the University more
cess. Faculty members were asked to financial information than they have
participate in these decisions by coming ever had. "He has given us more [fi
up with proposals and counterproposals nancial information] because we've been
and they repeatedly asked that the books pushinghim. The prior president,Stanley
be opened because rational decisions McCaffrey, who caused all the problems,
cannot be made if the information is not gave us nothing. He didn't listen to us at
available.
all. I just don't want this president to get
The Academic Council and Faculty us into the situation of not listening to
Compensation Committee are not sure us."

Black Speaker Delivers Fiery Message
Pristine Mollenkopf

Senior Staff Writer

Monday evening, Dec. 2, Dr. Khallid
Abdul Muhammad delivered the mesof Minister Louis Farrakhan and
^Nation of Islam to an audience of

SJ§e

were robbed of their language, culture
and god when brought to America. "The
black men and women in the USA today
are suffering from the effects of captiv
ity," he explained. He encouraged Af
rican Americans to learn of their tme
history and not to believe everything
told to them by the white-dominated

3bout250people, including community media.
Dr. Khallid's speech touched on a
®einbers and students.The lecture took
wide
range of topics from the Judge
fe in Raymond Great Hall.
Security during the evening was un- Clarence Thomas hearings to black en
er
^ tight control. Everyone in the au- tertainers and athletes. He condemned
Jence was searched upon entry and Dr. inter-racial relationships on the premise
that a strong black family must be built
Muhammad was guarded by
in order to rebuild the ruins of the black
Venien near the stage at all times.
The evening's event was sponsored nation.
He stated that his message was not
Me African American Student Union
one of hate toward the white community.
"A$U). Financing of the event was
"I cannot teach you an emotion. If all
^e possible through contributions
that white men have done isn t enough
Archania ($600), COPA ($600)
to make you hate them, there s nothing
JdGwenn Brown ($100). $500 from
I can say that will make you hate them.
c Mb's ASUOP club account was
Dr Khallid instead proclaimed that he
used, as well as $300 given by
would only teach blacks to love them
Stud<
lent BodyPresident John Carmichael
selves. "You are the civilizer of the
•u his ASUOP discretionary fund.
white race. Black is not a color. Black
Dr. Khallid Muhammad is a student
is the essence from which all colors
Minister Louis Farrakhan and Elijah
^ammadofthe Nation of Islam. The
Dr Khallid instructed black students
^°nofIslam is anorder which believes
to take coumes from UOP which would
blacks should rise up and create
prepare nation-building skills and
(Jrown separate nation in order to be
become independent of the white man
>
the mental shackles of slavery.
"Stop begging for the crumbs that s at
,c topic for the evening was"Blackby
the white man's table. You can have
J'11131' Demand: the role of the black
what's on the table."
in preparing for the 21st century.''
Marguerite Heinrichs, treasurer of
• r- Khallid directed the few whites
the African American Student Union,
Orrte Audience to be patient and listen in
felt that "he touched more than just
ert°understandblack suffering. "I'll
black students. He reached out to evee you those seats you' re sitting
black students.
hot tonight,"he admonished.
J* stand up and fan 'em off, but
1 leave."
Df- Khallid described how blacks

eryone.

People

""on te'Sue
rAirnammS,

enjoyed his enthusiasm

of welfare and social

nr Khallid stated that the

rise of the white man has been in direct
proportion to the demise of those of
color. America was built on our black
backs, and the white man owes us
something until the black man can wake
up."
Jamie Hobbs, president of the Afri
can American Student Union,said of Dr.
Khallid, "He's a bold black man who's
not afraid of telling the truth. If what he
says sounds hateful, he's only express
ing what we've been feeling for a long
time. Dr. Khallid is not going to be soft,
because what happened to us was not
soft."

Units Available
Over Break
Special-rate campus housing, low
tuition and a selection of innovative
courses have enticed many students to
stay at UOP this January. Study tours to
the SovietUnion, Italy and theMentawai
Rain Forest highlight the term, but
campus classes promise to be just as
exotic.
Registration forms are located inside
the January term catalogs and may be
turned into the Office of Lifelong
Learning or the Registrar's Office.
Registration deadlines vary, so enroll
early. The following is a list of the credit
courses available.
CAREER:
Job Search Survival is a must for all
college students. In this one-unit course
you will develop a resume, write a cover
letter, participate in interviewing exer
cises and learn how to research your
career field of interest. Jan. 6-24, Mon
days, Wednesdays and Fridays, 2-3:45
p.m. Tuition is $75.

Archania shows Holiday spirit with a light display.
COMPUTERS:

Photo by Robert Yelas

§

rpi

Desktop Dynamics! is offered forone
unit and will introduce you
toWordPerfect 2.0 and the Ready, Set,
Go! programs. This course will teach
you how to create or use graphics, clip
art, newsletters, grid controls and lab
specializations. Learn how to use
Macintosh to create a professional
publication and enhance your academic
documents. Jan. 6 and 7,5-7 p.m., and
Jan. 11,9 a.m.-5 p.m. Tuition is $70.
ART:
Poster History and Design is a one
unit course examining the historical
development of the modem poster. StufSee Units, back page)
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PR Students Awarded At National Convention
By Robert Yelas
News Editor
UOPstudents Kristin Wash and Cathy
Caramucci were honored at the Public
Relations Students Society of America
national conference in Phoenix last
month. Caramucci won the National
president's Citation, and Wash won the
National Gold Key Award.
The few exceptional students who
receive these awards must be active in a
local PRSSA chapter as well as have
taken part in an internship program. The
award isbased on leadership and partici
pation at the chapter level.
: Caramucci, a senior, has been a
member of UOP's PRSSA chapter for
the past two years. Currently, she is the
president of UOP's local chapter. She
sewed as treasurer last year,
i "Increasing UOP's PRSSA mem
bership to 42 members, Caramucci has
moved the chapter forward," said Dr.
Carol Ann Hall, communication pro
fessor. "She is extremely bright and
enthusiastic about her career as well...
She's an outstanding leader."
Planning a career in public relations,
Caramucci has worked previously as an
intern with AVISO Inc., an independent
public relations agency in Alameda.
"Through theintemshipl wasable to
apply what 1 learned in the classroom to
real life work experience. I learned how
to deal with deadlines and juggle three
Or four different projects at one time,"
gaid Caramucci.
j Wash,asenior,hasbeenamemberof
(•JOP's PRSSA chapter for the past two
years. Currently she has the highest grade
point average in the communication
department. "As a student she's ex
tremely serious. She goes the extra mile
to make sure she does very well," says
Hall.

Wash has been extremely active dur
ing her four years at UOP. Working as
copy editor for The Pacifican, UOP's
campus newspaper, has kept her busy
morning, noon and night. Wash has also
worked as an intern in UOP's public
relations department. "The internship
improved my writing, both stylistically

~.

*•

The annual PRSSA conference is
geared toward college students major
ing in public relations or a communica
tion-related field. The convention gives
students the opportunity to interact with
public relations professionals on an in
dividual basis as well as through lec
tures and workshops,providing students

,MnyRey"olt

nnnorti
"Just UoT/irtfT
having thp
the opportunity
to meet
Daniel J. Edelman was worth the trip,"

.federal
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;0Umalt.
student jou
f°r loncamPusesr
i
_ ^dinr
^bedasamajor

said Caramucci.
Over 1,000 public relations students
from PRSSA chapters around thecoun
try attended the convention. Fourteen
students from UOP attended.
Nearly 42 percent of UOP students
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Author Shares Message

By Val Sarver
Staff Writer
"Success always leaves footprints,
and all you have to do is follow the
principles of success," said Dennis
Kimbro,authorofthebest-sellei Thin
and Grow Rich."
Kimbro came to UOP on Tuesday,
Dec. 5- to sDeak about how to be suc
cessful. His book covers five principles
of success:
•Focus on that which you desi re most.
•Emulate someone you can admire.
•Commit yourself to lifelong learn

Photo by Robert Yelas

Students Cathy Caramucci, left, and Kristin Wash, right.

ing.
•Know that strength comes Irom

1'01
S.pus"**
The injunction rr

officials can no ion
eral Family Educ.
man sorwoman slifearenotimpQUj, Privacy Act, com
Buckley Amendmc
it's how that individual respondstotho,
circumstances that is the number dent access to camj
The Buckley A
determining factor in whether th^

;ssr jhe release of any
dividual will fail or succeed"
records without pi
Kimbro.
Kimbro mentioned some impo^. student. It was enat
gut the Depart
keys to success:

later expanded its i
•Establish a vision.
•Commit voursclf to personal excel law to include the
crime records, a dec
lence early.
judge said is wronj
•Focus on service.
"The right to
•Know your strengths and wei
and ideas is an inhc
nesses.
•Read at least 30 to 60 minutes aJ rights of free spccc
in the field of choice.
I explicitly guarante
According to Kimbro, in order fal tion," Harris wrote
person to be successful one nwL
"I think this is
university
commu
answer four important questions:
•What do you have a passion foil student press,"said
•What would you do for free? the Daily Beacon

struggle.
•Have a gratitude attitude.
with insight on the latest trends in the majoring in communication have cho
and grammatically."
He talked about all five points in
In addition, Wash has worked part- public relations field. Well-known PR sen public relations as their emphasis. depth, and said that in order to make all
•What comes easy to you that isTennessee ar Kno;
time with Lucky Stores' advertising and professionals such as Daniel J. Edelman, "Our strong PR program actually at these things work, an individual has to
dents who joined tl
special events sector. "By working with owner of the largest international public; tracts students to the University. Win have goals which he defined as"a dream ficult for others?
Lucky's I have found that the technical relations firm, and Edward L. Bemays, ning awards such as Kristin and Cathy
•Ask friends what they think Center in the com]
with a deadline." There has to be
the
quality
of
UOP's
did
reemphasizes
By granting th
pioneer
of
the
public
relations
practice,
aspects involved in advertising can also
something in every person's life that would be good at doing.
public
relations
program,"
said
Hall.
attended the conference.
relate to PR," said Wash.
"Don't be average; average is ikl Harris ruled that
they want desperately, and that is their
best
of the worst and the worst of I campus crime rep
vision. Once that vision is clear, staying
^
true to it is the key. He also said that a best," said Kimbro.
k
"Poverty
ends
and
prosperity
bee
person cannot look at the distance be
lw'l(
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tween where one wants to go and where wit h s e r v i c e . E v e r y o n e ' s n u m b e r c
Motor vehicle theft:
Dec. 1-8
By Robb Koepsell
p
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d
e
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i
v
e
r
fasters
H
a
u
n
t
i
n
g mmone is. It is important to see with the
An Oldsmobile Cutlass was taken from the Brookside Road entrance to the
Staff Writer
v i c e a n d better service, and to bent composers impiis
mind's eye, not the physical one.
School of Pharmacy on Monday morning. The car was later recovered in the
"fj centration camp \
A group of environmentally con
"The circumstances that surrounds a (See Kimbro, back page)
south Stockton area that day. A green Ford Mustang, belonging to a UOP
..!• the Boston Sym
scious students is developing a recy
By Michelle Glau
employee was removed from Lot number four (Long Theater) during the
• ft*
pi • w-x
,
h FloridaAtlanticUr
cling program at the University of the
Senior Staff Writer
basketball game on Friday night.
The camp at Tc
Pacific. The program is an effort to adapt
; If you are a senior you may want to be
Some snow showers are expected in the sierra. Last weekend's storm left heavy amount? of Prague, served
to recent state legislature, AB 939 which
Auto Burglary:
jn the McCaffrey Center today and Fri
of new snow in central and northern California.
I transports to death (
imposes waste reduction goals on cities
Two vehicles, parked in Lot number eight and number 10 (by the School of
day. Members of the Senior Gift Com
and counties, requiring them to develop
mittee will be collecting your votes for Pharmacy) were struck by window smash auto burglaries Wednesday night. A
•Alpine Meadows: 16 new, groomed-packed powder, 34-45 base, 300acres, top to
comprehensive
waste reduction plans.
Chevrolet convertible parked in Lot number 14 (Townhouse Apartments)
the senior gift.
•Bear Mountain: three new, groomed-packed powder, 20-38 base, 80 acres.
A concurrent resolution, 149, requests
< Itemsseniorswillbevotingoninclude suffered extensive vandalism and the loss of cassette tapes by unknown suspects
•Bear valley: zero new, groomed, 22 base, 25 acres.
the University of California to develop
during
the
past
weekend.
Total
loss
for
the
auto
burglaries
was
$2,650.
•Boreal: eight new, groomed-packed powder, 18-28 base, 305 acres.
books for the library and trees that could
and implement solid waste management
•Donner: 10 new, groomed-packed powder, 18 base, 360 acres.
be planted around campus,
programs.
Arson:
j Once the votes are tabulated, the
•Kirkwood: zero new, packed powder-groomed, 18-24 base, 600 acres.
Following the lead of other universi
Deliberately-set fires were found by the Southwest doors of the Spanos
•Mammoth: zero new, groomcd-powder, 18-60 base, 600 acres.
committee will begin collecting dona
ties, the group of students is developing
•Mt. High: three new, groomed-packed powder, 24-36 base, 100 acres.
tions from members of the senior class. Center.
a student-managed recycling program.
•Northstar: six new, groomed-packed powder, 17-33 base, 800 acres.
:Julie Webster, senior gift coordinator, is
The plan focuses on a small-scale pro
Vandalism:
•Royal Gorge: 12 new, powder-packed powder, 18-24 base, 57 acres.
' hoping that every senior will donate
gram starting with paper products and
A
classroom
at
Wendell
Phillips
Center
was
damaged
by
vandals
after
its
•Sierra Ski Ranch: zero new, packed powder-groomed, 21 base, 900 acres.
$19.92 in honor of the class of 1992.
eventually growing to include alumi
closing
Tuesday
night.
A
Chrysler
convertible
sustained
damage
to
its
convert
•Snow Summit: zero new, groomed-haid pack, 12-36 base, 160 acres.
"'Some of you may not be able to meet
num and glass products.
•Snow Valley: zero new, groomed, 8-15 base, 92 acres.
ible
top
and
interior
while
parked
in
Lot
number
14
(Townhouse
Apartments)
last
ithis challenge, but every little bit will
Student
participation
is
the
main
fo
•Soda Springs: four new, groomed-packed powder, 8-12 base, 160 acres.
Shelp us reach our goal of $2,500. Your weekend. A student's Geo Storm was vandalized while parked near Grace
cus
at
this
time.
Meetings
will
be
•Squaw Valley: 10 new, groomed-packed powder, 22-28 base, 1500 acres.
donation is important to us regardless of Covell HaU.
scheduled during the spring semester to
•Sugar Bowl: two new, groomed-packed powder.22^2 base, 800 acres, top to bottom
its amount," said Webster.
develop a forum for student input.
•Tahoe Donner: five new, groomed-packed powder, 10-14 base, 40 acres.
Alarms:
> With the donations, seniors can
No report available for California resorts not listed.
For
more
information,
contact
There
were
two
fire
alarms
at
Jessie
Ballantyne
and'at
Southwest
Hall
this
submit a quote or phrase that describes
Kathleen
Brown
at
941-8636.
>or represents their years at UOP. The week. Officers also responded to five security alarms and five emergency phone
j"Senior Quote Book" will be distributed acuvations.

Seniors
encouraged
to contribute

Pacific Crime Report

Group considers
recycling

Pacific Ski Report

; (See Gift, back page)

CIP Hosts Dinner
Since the Community Involvement
Program was founded in 1969, more
than 1,000 Stockton-area students have
been able to earn their degrees at Uni
versity of the Pacific.
The program provides scholarships
to help local students from low-income
backgrounds attend UOP. Personal
counseling, academic advising, career
planning and tutorial services are also
available for the students to ensure that
their university experience is positive.
In celebration of 22 years of service
to the community, CIP will host a fundraising dinner on Friday, Dec. 13, in
Raymond Great Hall on the UOP cam
pus. A 6 p.m. champagne reception will
be followed by a prime rib dinner at 7
p.m.
The featured speaker will be Edison
High School graduate Linda Brewer,
(See Dinner, back page)

North African Food
v Featuring Couscous
. £>& Vegetarian Sandwiches
\
Q^sabla/7(

Deli & Couscous

I
«

* Specializing in group Outtings/Formals
Access To Students Discounts On Selected Airlines
Ski Packages

Mon. - Frl. 9 a.m. - 9 p.m.

244 N. Hunter

0

941-2270

(Across from Chase Chevrolet)

—

R.O.A.D.

Responsible Options for Alcohol and Drugs

>il

t

Arrests:
A subject found loitering at the School of Pharmacy was arrested for two
outstanding warrants Wednesday afternoon.

Colorful—Nutritious-

J

2324 Grand Canal Suite #6
Across From the Hilton
Phone: 473-7300 / 473-7374
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Nude Removed

What's up Doc?
The "What's up Doc?" column has gotten off to a slow start this year, but
will now be a regular in the Pacifican. Regarding health matters, this semester
has already been a busy one with a high incidence of documented monocleosis
and a persistent viral infection causing sore throat, headache and fatigue (a
student's worst nightmare). Unfortunately, we still have the flu season before
us probably during the months of January and February. This column will deal
more with that subject later.
Q: Fever blisters run in my family and I get them once in a while. What
causes them to suddenly appear and what is the best way to treat them? Also,
I am concerned about passing then on to my boyfriend. I only get them on my
mouth, but is it still possible for me to give it to him in other places?

ssage

A: Heipes simplex vims I is the most common cause of fever blisters. The
tendency to develop fever blisters from this vims may run in families. Stress,
fatigue, illness, and other conditions of immune suppression may increase the
frequency of outbreaks. Local treatment with camphophenique, Blistex, or
Carmex may decrease pain and promote drying of the lesion. In severe
outbreaks and when caught within the first 24-48 hours, a prescription drug
called Zovirax may be taken to decrease thelength of symptoms. It is important
to realize that this medication does not cure the vims.
The vims may be transmitted when there is an active lesion and this lesion
comes in contact with another mucous membrane (mouth or vagina) or to any
break in normal skin. Therefore, it is possible to transmit this vims from the
mouth to other places when there is a visible lesion.
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THE COMPLETE PACKAGE
Comprehensive Eye Examination
Glacoma and Visual Field Testing
• Chemical Care Kit
• 6 Months Follow-up visits
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Daily Wear Soft Lenses from $79
Extended Wear Soft Lenses from $99

4343 Pacific Ave.
University Square
957-5122
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Champion

Reverse Weave
Sweatshirts (Grey)

FRIDAY, 13th
8am - 12mid
SATURDAY, 14th G SUnDAY, 15th
12noon-12mid
monDAY-TRURSDAY, 16th-20th
8am-12mid
FRIDAY, 21st
8 am-2pm

w/ Embroidered
UOP Seal

:

>

kirlines

Crewneck or Hooded

FREE Boz. COFFEE WITH HI1Y PUBCHflS
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LETTERS TO THE EDITOR

EDITORIAL
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issue of diversified express^

The following editorial is from The Pacific Weekly, the forbearer of The
Pacifican. It was first published on Dec. 12,1941, exactly 50 years ago today.
We publish it today, in remembrance of those men and women of Pacific who
did their part in defending our nation.

Our Part
After 23 years total war has again come to the United States. And for the
first time present-day college students find themselves implicated in the history
they have been studying.
It is unfortunate that hostilities had to come before observance of the oldest
Christian holiday; it is also unfortunate that so many men and women had to
be killed without even the chance to protect themselves.
These world-shaping events, of which we have been reading and hearing
since Germany marched into Poland two yearsago, have finally reached us. No
more can university professors and students blandly discuss impartiality and
neutrality and non-belligerency in forums and round tables. We have become
a large part in the destiny of the world. And to participate we must sacrifice.
Congress' declaration of war set in motion the wheels of democraticallyslow army and navy plans. Playing the big part in these plans is the collegeage male. Draft-wary two weeks ago, students are now clamoring for a chance
to enlist, to do their full share of the fighting. Women students also are
considering dropping studies, joining ambulance and nurse units. Some may
even envisage a female fighting corps.
Whatever their sentiments about fighting, there is much for the student to
do in the emergency - and in college.
The majorchoice formen is whetherornot tojoin and what branches would
prove the most satisfactory. Certainly, the decision is entirely up to the
individual, however, things should be considered.
Naturally, the choice of army or navy or air coips should be decided by
physical and mental capabilities. Also, as has often been reiterated, much of
the war work will be done after the peace. If a students is fully qualified to
maintain important civilian work, certainly the successful conclusion of a
college course would prove more valuable than military training and service.
While still atcollege, especially in these first troublous days, all students can
do their part in the nation-wide defense program. This would include strict
compliance with all air-raid warnings and trial blackouts. It would also
embody some sort of emotional control. Too often false newscasts and
hysterical people can wreck the morale of an entire group.
The great tragedy has already arrived in the country according to the
viewpoint of the Japanese-Americans. They love democracy and its liberties
as do all racial groups living here. Theyhave had no part in the bellicose attitude
of Japan; in fact, the majority willopenly condemn it. But theyare being shown
the biting sting of American sarcasm in many instances. Here is a fertile field
for student initiative. This minority group must not suffer racial persecution;
that would sound too much like Hitler.
By these devices we could make certain that America would remain the
democracy we love; would fight off foreign invaders and destroy internal
disunion. And that's what we want.
Special thanks to the Holt-Atherton Department of Special Collections,
University of the Pacific Libraries.

LETTERS POLICY
Have you got something you want to say about an article or opinion you
have seen in The Pacifican? Problems orpraise with policies, people or places
on campus or in the world? Why not write a letterto the editor? ThePacifican
is widely distributed to the campus and read by nearly every student, faculty
and staff member of the University. Now is your chance to be heard.
Letters must be typed and not more than 250 words. All submissions must
have a name, address and telephone number to be considered for print.
ThePacifican reserves the right to edit all letters and submissions for length
and clarity.
Deadline for submission is Monday at noon for the following Thursday's
issue. Bring or mail your letterto: Opinion Editor, The Pacifican, Third Floor
Hand Hall, Stockton, CA 95211.

AASU Responds
Dear Editor
I'm writing this letter because I was
personally offended by John
Carmichael's letter in the December 5
issue of The Pacifican.
John called AASU a liar. Let's talk
about lies. You lied when you stated that
AASU "is receiving a total of $1600 in
our club budget allocation to do with as
we wish." Although we do have $1600
for the year, we must use it for what we
said we'd use it for. You lied when you
stated that"UPBEAT wasneverdesigned
to give money to groups that ask mid
year," then in the next paragraph you
said that AASU was"allocated the largest
amount of any culture club that ASUOP
funds at the beginning of the year."
Which was it? Did AASU approach you
at the beginning or at mid-year? I ap
proached you a week before school
started and youaskedme if AASU would
considcrbringing someone else, a Black
entertainer or actor. This is an insult that
you think Blacks can only teach on these
subjects.
I'm sick of people making this a
money issue when the AASU has
stressed that is is not. But if you insist,
let's discuss money. The AASU has 178
Black students on this campus. ASUOP
takes $52.50 from each student, there
fore ASUOP has almost $10,000 of our
money. UPBEAT has yet to use our
money in a manner that benefits us, so
we asked UPBEAT to give us only $600
of our own $10,000 to fundour speaker.
Do we not deserve access to thatmoney?
Let's talk about Black History Month
inFebruary. ASUOPhas allocated $200
out of our own $ 10,000for all 29 days of
February. Wenolongerwantthecrumbs
that fall from your table. We want to
own the land and the house and eat at our
own table.
Let's get it straight, you are not giv
ing us anything. This land is dripping
with the blood and sweat of our forefa
thers, who for 300 years received no pay.
Let's sit down and tally up how much is
owed to us in back pay and then look at
this measly $600 that the AASU asked
for.
John, you were under the impression
that all of Dr. Khallid's expenses were
paid for. By December 2, we had only$700 to pay for his $1200 honorarium
and other expenses. You keep boasting
about the $300 you gave us, but we have
yet to receive it. If your skepticism took
over than why didn't you come to me
afterthe event and ask. You put yourself
in the position to be ridiculed. The
AASU had nothing to do with it.

The AASU allowed you to express
youropinion at our rally, but you tried to
deceive and divide ihe Blacks m Ihe
_K„;^ryHnnathat
audience at our lecture by implying that
the AASU was trying to embezzle money
that was collected from my own Black
people. We will no longer accept whites
that try to divide and conquer. You're
lucky all you lost was your dignity.
John, you talk about pain, humilia
tion, feeling hated and losing your dig
nity for one night. Poor baby, you felt
like this forone night. Blacks have been
feeling like this forover 300 years. How
stupid you sound. You're right. "Life is
too short for this kind of pain," but the
truth hurts.
Jamie Hobbs
Proud Black Woman
Editors Note: The 1991-92 ASUOP
Budget has $550 allocated for Black
History Month.
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Welfare: From Reality
Dear Editor:
The Pacifican, in the December 5th
issue, printed two opinions of the current
social welfare system here in California
which included alotof supposition about
what the monies are being used for, and
what should be done to correct our di
lemma. I'd like to set the record straight,
from one who is receiving Aid to Families
with Dependent Children (AFDC) as
well as food stamps.
I could no longer keep my job at a
local credit union after my divorce be
cause the father of my children chooses
not to pay court ordered child support
and daycare expenses. I fell victim to a
system with laws that aren't worth the
paper they are written on, due to a total
lack of enforcement,
I receive $663 a month in cash aid
and about $150 in food stamps. Due to
the kindness and generosity of a won
derful womanowning alicensed daycare,
my child care costs are only $130-$150
per month (a big help as these fees are
usually $60-$80 per child per week).
This leaves approximately $143 to buy
diapers, pay PG&E, water, garbage and
gas.
Most likely the couple in that check
out line, having an enormous amount of
food, was purchasing forthe entiremonth
as I do. Perhaps they are also blessed
with a caring family member who tried
to help by providing some clothing. Iam
not denying that abuses exist, I just want
you to see that they are the exceptions,
not the rule. Please don't judge me until
you've walked 1/4 of a mile in my
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Christmas is fun. It is fun to sit by the fire and get warm. Itisfc- Throughout the
to sing. Giving gifts is a lot of fun. Having time with your farrai! stait and what dit
is fun. Getting ready to go to bed because Santa will come and seems obvious tha
give you presents is fun. Going under mistletoe and kissing, illation feels hurt ant
may, is fun. Getting candy canes and presents is fun. But the ir
fun is getting love.
By Nga Tran
5th Grade
Village Oaks Schoc,
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Ihe Pacifican is published every Thursday, except during vacations and
final exams week, by students of the University of the Pacific.Comments from
readers are welcome and strongly encouraged. Guest columns must be submit
ted in typed form by Friday5 p.m. All letters to the editor must have a verifiable
signature, local address and phone number. The Pacifican reserves the right
to edit all submitted materials . Editorial comments reflect the views ad
opinions of the majority of The Pacifican editorial board, unless personoll)
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The first Christmas after my
daughter Jordon was born and the
first Christmas after my son Justin
was born. Christmas is wonderful
with little ones."

"I lost my tooth in the snow on
Christmas morning and my mom
gave me two quarters; one from
thetoothfairyandonefromSanta."

"Sleeping under the Christmas
tree."
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"My first Christmas when I
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myself. Nowadays it just is not the
same."
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l)0P Looks Towards Cultural Diversity
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There are no two faces alike," said
student, "and forevery face is a new
Experience, anew story... Can't we learn
\ something from each one?"
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very honest.
I feel that the school would like to
believe that it is very culturally aware
but I think it is just a farce. The school
cannot consider themselves culturally
aware and still advertise in the infor
mative brochures given to prospective
students that they are a predominantly
white school, stated an entertainment
management major of COP. Many
students have voiced concern and some
steps have been taken.
Programs like conversation partners,
AIESEC, John B. residential hall, and
various exchange programs that the
University utilizes are someof the ways
that U OP tries to involve itself on a more
global perspective. World on Wednes
day is also a weekly forum that deals
with current world issues. These pro
grams are outstanding, but what do they
do for minorities, exchange students

*S

wiU 50 durin§

new DIVERSITY

many other programs are scheduled to
take place if it all comes together. It is an
awareness week about other religions,
races, cultures, weights and sexual
preference.
Movement has been made toward a
more open understanding of the various
residents who collectively make up the
population of UOP. Not all people are
the same and therefore not all needs arc
the same. Perhaps if we start educating
ourselves about a basic part of our lives
(our environment at UOP) we might
meet some of those needs and discover
how toapproach the needso ( the students.
"I don't think that there are any
minorities because when you start say
ing minorities you become prejudiced,"
explained Erin Eliassen, junior at UOP,
"Everywhere there are different numbers
of different people from different back
grounds. But we are all people. First of
all we are human beings..."

The Bechtel Center offers many diverse activities.

AIESEC Aims Overseas
By RaeAnn L. Ramsey
International Editor

The University of the Pacific is cur
rently offering students a chance to de
velop global leadership skills as well as
gain an understanding of international
affairs.Thisis made possible by AIESEC.
"AIESEC is an international, non
profit, non-political student-run corpo
ration,"explained thepresidentofUOP's
AIESEC chapter, Andy Blee.
"The members of AIESEC-Pacific
come from all majors and participate to
develop their leadership skills, inter
personal skills and business skills," said
Blee.
Andy Blee, president of AIESEC
AIESEC-Pacific gives students the try under the same guidelines," Blee meets with all 16 chapters in the western
chance to perform all the responsibilities stated.
region.
about the topic but also had to answer that they wouldhave in an actual student"The regional is an experience of its
Students obtain skills through mar
students' questions. "Most of the run corporationthrough the International keting the program to actual companies own. It has in-depth training, round
speeches were questions and answers... Traineeship Exchange program.
as well as from supporting the Trainee tables, high-levelcoiporate speakers and
It was really interactive because every
The program arranges jobs for Exchange Program.
serious fun," explained Blee.
student in the speech was trying to ask AIESEC members in other countries.
AIESEC holds open meetings every
"Examples are skills in company
any question that they could think of. "The company can take a trainee and service, reception, public relations or Tuesday and Wednesday from 5:15 to 6
You are not just sitting there and listen gain international experience and a human resources," Blee said. "These p.m.
•*
A
' •
ing," said Leonard.
qualified business student at a very low skills are used in any corporation of any
"Students can choose whichever
As an SIS student, Leonard thought cost.
• size or purpose."
meeting is ttlore convenient or they Can
participating in this conference was a
In return, AIESEC-Pacific sends one
AIESEC also sponsors guest speak drop by the office located on the third
wonderful experience.She learned how UOP student to work in a foreign coun- ers, holds business skills workshops and floorofBannisterHall,"concluded Blee.
difficult it is to decide a foreign policy
and experienced life in the military
system.
llniversily oj ike CPacijic
"In this conference every one has to
CDepar/menl oj CDrama and
'ance
be a policy maker, so you can see how
difficult it is....During those days I had to
presents
stay in the barrack with cadets. I think
the public can't have the chance to see
cadets' life. It definitely opened my
oliere s come
classic
experience," said Leonard.

Student Represents UOP at Conference
By Daisy Chang

Staff Writer

If you were on the staff of the White
House, what would you suggest the
foreign policy of the United States be on
ending
the cold war alignment in recent
tger
world history?
Julie Leonard, the UOP delegate of
Sports Editor
theStudent Conference on United States
Asst. Sports Editor
Affairs (SCUSA), has experienced that
Photo Editor
, Distribution Manager situation through a conference with
students from all over America.
Advisor
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, Production Manager
States
Military Academy at West Point
reduction Crew Chief
hosted SCUSA in order to bring
Kristin Draper,
together a group ofundergraduates to
ff
Advertising Manager tote major contemporary issues of
U S. foreign policy. The theme this year
ring vocations and
was "After Cold War: One World
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Local Resident Recounts
Horror of Yugoslavian Conflict
% Beverly Skelton
Staff Writer
Wanton destruction of 12,000 14th
treasures, refugees
feeing their farms with nothing, atrocifes committed against people and
^dlife, devastation of natural habitats,
rac'al genocide, displaced masses and
Political upheaval confronted Dr.
^simir Luckars, a Stockton veterinarIJn> when he recently visited Croatia.
B is not so bad in the big cities," he
Sjys with a heavy accent. "I mean, there
^munition dumps and caches of
W eaP°ns and missiles right in the middle
f
0 ^cities, and that isathreaL Butin the
°utskirts, whereeveryone knows every0rie else, if there are Croats in a house,
^ebody just opens the door and throws
grenade."
Century architectural

^medical faculty at the University
^greb, where Luckars studied vet^hnary medicine, entrusted him with
0 appeals for help. One document
Jads f0r "support and peace" from
National colleagues and influential
^'•ens.The otherappeal asks for"help
^
endangered animals, wildlife
>a dats and national parks in the Re^ofcroatia."
anri

(the Yugoslavian
t^V) is particularly cruel with animals,

\0
was three

this

orMany?"
According to Leonard, the activities
at the conference were divided into two
sessions. One was a round table dis
cussion. The other was speeches given
by foreign affairs specialists.
In the round table discussion, every
student was assigned to a special region
and designed the policy toward that
area.
"I was in the group of Eastern
Europe... We spent about seven hours a
day for two days talking about how U.S.
foreign policy can help Eastern Europe.
Every student has to come up with ideas
and learn how to negotiate with others.
In the last day's meeting every group
had to present their policy proposal,"
said Leonard.
In the speech session, each speaker
not only addressed the different aspects

a8§ressor

forty are

ji

killed

and wounded with

weapons. In destroyed and
and0^ vqjageS) the animals are

Out

ldder>

as they are left, helpless, with°°d and water. Complete mother

herds are being destroyed, which means
that long and hard selection work of our
experts was in vain...
A native Croat, Luckars has lived in
Stockton for 17 years. He went back to
his homeland in August to attend to a
family tragedy, the illness and death of
his father, but found himself caught up
in a war.
"It felt very weird, an eerie feeling. I
buried my father between the air raids."
Luckars expresses pride in his
beautiful Croatia, but empathizes with
his people's suffering. When asked
what America can do to help, he is quick
to respond, "Recognition. Croatia and
Slovenia must be recognized as sover
eign states. Croatia is in the midst of
three revolutions, communism is
crumbling, Serbia is waging an expan
sionist war and Croatia's economy is in
chaos. Several European countries are
supporting us under the table. But if we
were recognized, we would receive die
necessities that wiU save our republic
Situated on the Adnauc Sea, the
Socialist Federal Republic of Yugosla
via was forcibly united by commumsN
under the dictatorship of Marshal Tito,
Lt after World War II. It is a country
renowned forits pleasantcoastal resorts
with aqua-blue waters, lush forests and
fields of the Danube Plain. Sinking y
beauti ful cathedrals, stately government
buildings and vast cobblestone plazas
complement its natural treasures.
Contrasting its physical beauty, Yu
goslavia is the point of impact, where

East and West chafe over age-old cul
tural, ideological and religious differ
ences. Croatia and Slovenia arc inher
ently Western, while Serbia has its own
Eastern tradition.
The ugliness of bigotry and vengeancemarsYugoslavia'stranquil scene
and threatens great ecological devasta
tion.
When Luckars returned to his alma
mater, he found his colleagues struggling
to maintain normalcy."The faculty there
tries to maintain its high standards of
veterinary medicine in the face of
hardships and dangers they are sub
jected to," states Luckars. "They view
me as a conduit for their pleas for help.
I am just a little veterinarian from
Stockton, trying to do something. It is
very difficult."
Luckars and the two letters of appeal
from the University's Faculty of Vet
erinary Medicine were snuck out of
Croatia. Two cars, one extra for emer
gencies, sped through Croatian, then
Slovenian countryside. At times their
headlights had to be turned off. Two
check points had to be crossed before
the party could escape across the border
into Austria. The drivers of the two cars
were not secret agents or military per
sonnel, but fellow members of Luckars'
childhood Boy Scout troop.
A plane from Vienna brought the
American doctor and his colleagues'
letters home to Stockton. He still feels
the intensity of the past month, its sor
row, its reality, its rage.
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The Best of the Semester

The staff of the Pacifican wishes
you a happy holiday season
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Benjamin Named All American

First Round

Volleyball 1^^ts IVlo!lta"^;
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By Peter Croke

By Michael Sklut

Staff Writer

Sports Editor
Ryan Benjamin became the first
University of the Pacific player to be
named a first-team All-American by the
Associated Press, making the team as an

The Tiger volleyball team started out
the Northwest Regionals of toe NCAA
tournament with an easy wtn over the
Montana Grizzlies last Friday night in
Spanos Center.
„ .
It only took the Tigers 53 minutes to
dispatch the Grizzlies 15-2,15-6,15-3.
UOPplayed almost flawlessly, commit
ting only 10 hitting errors, nine service
errors, one receiving error and no ball
handling errors.
The Tigers racked up 42 kills while
holding Montana to19 kills. The differitting percentages told the story
ence in hitting,
ofthematch,however, withUOPhitting
42.1 percent to Montana's 2.5 percent.
Pacific had seven seivice aces (four of
which belonged to Vicki Simonis) to
their nine service errors, compared to

all-purpose back.
Benjamin rushed for 100-or-more
yards in all 12 games - the first time that
has been done in NCAA history. He
rushed for 1,581 yards, caught 51 passes
and led the nation with 2,996 all-pur
pose yards, the second best ever (behind
HcismanTrophy winner Barry Sanders'
3 250 yards at OklahomaState in 1988).
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"It's really hard to believe. It's
something I never expected," said
Benjamin at a press conference last
Thursday. "It's a real nice honor and it
says as much about our team as it does
for me. I owe a lot of this to the line, to
the guys who blocked for me.

^ ^

Associated Press also recognized
junior wide receiver Aaron Turner,
mtiking him a third-team All-American.
Turner caught 92 passes for 1,604 yards
(third best in NCAA history) and 18
touchdowns.
"It's a tremendous accomplishment
Monday, Dec. 30
and it's very exciting to have two of your
Women's Basketh
players honored like this," said UOP
coach Walt Harris.
Home games in h
Photo courtesy Athletic Dept.
Turner will be in line to set three Junior running back Ryan Benjamin
NCAA career receiving records next
year. He will enter his senior season for 97 yards in the first half. He consid the Bob Hope Christmas Special. The By Peter Croke
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(See Simonis, facing page)

Simonis Aids Tigers On Their Quest For
Championship
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Schedule of Events

Dec. 13
«*?" ''Ln vs. Hawaii
AA touniaA,
S Jd Round of NCAA Tournament
ich John Iw. 'ast fin's
Basketball at Sacramento State
.A®"1

Basketball slips past
Sonoma, raises to 3-2
By Britt Miller
Staff Writer

,0

lusiast*

Z

6 p.m.
7 p.m.

After a disappointing loss to LoyolaMarymount last Tuesday night, head
coach Bob Thomason was looking for
TBA
his team to bounce back with a more
productive overall game againstDivision
7:30 p.m.
II Sonoma State.
TBA
What Thomason and the Tigers
settled for was a scary one-point win
over the Cossacks, 75-74, last Saturday
TBA
night at the Spanos Center.
The Tigers just couldn't get away
20
day, Dec.
i"-—
from
the Cossacks. In fact, Sonoma was
pen s Basketball at Santa Clara/Pepsi
PW'-'
' I Classic
—
6 p.m.
there at the very end - forcing UOP to
.pjitmouth, Pacific, Santa Qara, Texas-S.A.)
use two timeouts and make a careless
turnover in the final two seconds while
jiBiday, Dec. 21
the Tigers clinged to their slim lead.
ball at Final Four, at UCLA
TBA
Sonoma got the ball back with a second
p'sBasketball at St. Mary's
7:30 p.m.
to play but couldn't get off a final shot.
pen's Basketball at Santa Clara/Pepsi Classic
6 p.m.
Thomason, who publicly chided his
team after last Tuesday's lackluster 96juiday, Dec- 28
80 loss at Loyola-Marymount, didn't
Hen's Basketball vs. UC Davis
7:30 p.m.
get the quality performance he had hoped
for against a lesser opponent. But he
londay-Dec. 30
was pleased with the bottom line - UOP
(omen's Basketball vs. St. Mary's
7:30 p.m.
improved to 3-2 with its eighth con
secutive win at the Spanos Center, and
lime games in bold
saw plain and simple the flaws in his
team.
"All of our weaknesses were pointed
outtoustonight/'saidThomason. "Now
most 90 minutes. The most stunning we know what we have to improve on.
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als who swept previously-un. mZero-COrder in two games. Both
is arc predominantly from School
•macy.The Co-Rec A champions
Let's Do It! They defeated Mutant
my Turtles in two straight.
Hie four-person B title was a wild
J?ame match with Bilot Blasters
igComershots 15-6, 11-15 and
• This well-played match lasted al

nonis
balls that year." Her
% season paid off, as her team
•dedsecond in the state and Simonis
!®ned All-State as a sophomore.
\ dub volleyball after her sophoioto"by CraigSa^ "^n,the honors kept coming.
"lis lead her team to the AAU Na3 1 Championship, she was named
s Valuable Player of the TournaS ll,®d she earned her second All-

« ^an honor.

I 50ltUnatel7' Simonis' junior year
:as ^warding. Because of her
^inclub volleyball, she received
^"dous amount of press about the
J10nship and her Ail-American
Simonis feels that this publicer perfectionist attitude
drive for improvement,
many of the senior players on
thi
'
. ^school team. This destroyed
itew.^ty ^ eventually led to

i( losing the State Championship
^ 'I had beaten in the regular

h ts

IM VB TOP TEN as of Dec. 9
Co-Rec
(Division)
1. Let's EX) It! (A)
2. Mutant Pharmacy Turtles (A)
3. Free Radicals (B)
4. Zero-Order (B)
5. Price Pfisters (C)
Continued from previous page

:®ed a lot of

C* C?

Here is the final poll of the fall se
mester.

^junior year was negative,
(5 r,because the problems with the

^atthe StateTournament
tij ®nionis that her main goal
H J°t0 allege after high school
h jj|
a degree she could use
This was reinforced by the
^150
Si" lettersthat Simonis
>;tp 11)111 colleges before the start
S'%inl°r^ear- Simonis played club
^^er junior year, and, with four
on a senior team, won
lrli^ aiionals again, and received
Siiw {"American award.
ltie ,5 ^uior year of high school
V.kst time of my life playing
^though her team lost in
;
finals
r
to

importantly, she had learned to enjoy
playing the sport of volleyball. Playing
club ball her senior year, she once again
led her team to the finals of the AAU
Nationals. Because of losing players to
injuries and summer school, they didn't
win the Championship that year, but
Simonis got her fourth All-American
award, becoming the first female athlete
in Illinois history to do so.
During her senior year, two things
happened that changed Simonis' life.
She committed to come to UOP, and her
mother became very sick and was diag
nosed as having Lupus. Due to the
distraction of having a loved one who
was ill, Simonis found her first year at
college very difficult.
Simonis came to UOP in the Faff of
1989 During her freshman year, her
m0m lost one of her legs due to com
plications involved with her disease.
Simonis says she played differently than

she was used to, both because she was
on a new team, and because of the
trouble at home. As a result, the cocky
Zwg freshman who showed up with

LT«"o"sofsianinghad

31 y

troublesome fust year.
Simonis tried out for the national Sports
Festival team. Shemadetbettam along
P°iTfte/S'

Four-Person
1. Phi Delt (A)
2. SAE#1 (A)
3. Sewer Patrol (A)
4. Bilot Blasters (B)
5. Archania (A)
6. Comershots (B)
7. Reckless Abandon (B)
8. No Names (B)
9. DYO LAI (B)

with fellow Tiger Heather Schoeny.
"Playing well on that team gave me a lot
of confidence."
When she retu med to U OP in the Fall
last year, she came ready to play. De
spite hernewconfidence, Katy Eldridge,
one of the Tigers' best hitters, beat her
out for the starting slot. "I played really
well in Fall Camp, it's just that Katy
played better." Simonis took up the
position of a role player, taking over
back row duties for Krissy Fifer. The
Tigers went to the Final Four last year,
an experience Simonis describes as
"pretty weird, but at the same time, it
was really cool."
Simonis' worldchanged againwhen
her mother passed away in January of
this year. She came back to school this
semester with a different attitude. "I
knew that I had to contribute to the
team." She has done that, and more.
After Friday's match against Montana,
Simonis is the third leading hitter on the
Tiger roster with 258 kills. She is also
second on the team indigs with 280, and
fourth in assists with 32. Simonis has a
particularly viscous and occasionally
unpredictable jump serve that has kept
her leading the Tigers in both service
aces and service errors all season. When
her serving is on, though, it is a potent

weaknesses, But they would still be
there."
They were there at the most inoppor
tune time. Leading 75-66 with 1:53 to
play, the Tigers never scored again.
Sonoma pressured the Tigers into a se
ries of poor decisions, costly turnovers
and, when Barry Haskins made a threepointer with five seconds left, they were
within 75-74.
"The way that game was going, you
just knew that three-pointer was going
to go in, and you just knew we were
going to have trouble getting the ball in,"
Thomason said.
Thomason was right. Randy
Morphew was pressured into calling
two timeouts in the final two seconds
while trying to inbound the ball under
neath his own basket. The Tigers
eventually turned the ball over to
Sonoma, but the Cossacks couldn't
capitalize, throwing the ball away as
time expired.
For the second game in a row, the
Tigers were saved by the play of senior
guard Dell Demps. Demps had 28 points
against Loyola, then duplicated that ef
fort with a 28-point game against
Sonoma. Demps also had eightrebounds
and four assists.
Randy Lavenderchipped in 14points
and led the Tigers with 11 rebounds.
The Tigers played at Texas Christian
Wednesday, before heading for San
Francisco this weekend to take on the
USF Dons Saturday night.
10. Four-Play (B)
CHRISTMAS BASKETBALL
TOURNEY: Eight men's teams partici
pated in the Second Annual Christmas
Tourney. This year's final was a repeat
of last year's final. Mad Bombers, last
year's champs and pre-seasonAdivision
favorites, defeated Island Style in a close
battle, 51-43. Phi Delta Theta defeated
Archania 62-50 for third place. Dark
Horse (Phi Delta Theta) defeated Un
derdogs, 44-40, for consolation cham
pionship.
OFFICIALS: Basketball officials are
(See Intramural, back page)

weapon, as she is averaging .46 aces per
game, and has twice had five aces in a
match.
The Tigers have a different look this
year, relying more on defense, scrappy
play and speed than they have in the
past, and it is a look that Simonis feels
right at home in. "Wedon'trelyasmuch
on the big bombers (intimidating hit
ters) like we used to. I mean, don't get
me wrong, we have some people who
can pound, but we are really good at ball
control, too." She is a much more active
participant on the floor, and that is
something she really likes. "Ilikehaving
that responsibility.
Melanie
(Beckenhauer-Heller, theTigers' setter)
believes in me more this year."
Simonis expects ball control and error-freeplay will carry theTigers through
this year's NCAA Tournament. "If we
pass well, it'll be all over." Simonis
thinks there is only one team that can
beat number two ranked Long Beach
State and number one ranked Stanford.
That team is the UOP Tigers.
Vikki Simonis has come a long way
from the 13-year-old girl watching the
National Championships on TV to the
20-year-old woman (Vikki's birthday
was Tuesday this week) helping her
team towards winning them.

Editor's Corner
Michael Sklut

Since this is the last Pacifican before Christmas break, I will leave you with
my rendition of the 12 days of Christmas. From the first day to the twelfthday,
I hope to give you something to think about and ponder while you are roasting
chestnuts by anopen fire. So put this is your stocking hung by thechimney with
care.
On the first day of Christmas my true love gave to me athletic fan
support. I know I've beat this one into the ground all semester but I just can't
get it off my mind. The volleyball team played the first round of the NCAA
tournament and only 900people showed up. They play tomorrow night against
Hawaii athome and if they beat Hawaii, they play at home against Long Beach
State. Tmst me, the NCAA gave the regionals to UOP because we finished
second nationally in average attendance, 2,471 per game, not so they could
spend their December in the friendly confines of Stockton.
On the second day of Christmas my true love gave to me a true college
football national champion. I say we let Washington and Miami go head up Jan.
8 at the Rose Bowl. As ABC announcer Keith Jackson says, "let the big dog
hunt."
On the third day of Christmas my true love gave to me a son who can
throw a 90-mile-per-hour fast ball left handed and could hit home-runs from
both sides of the plate. Then we will see how much money Major League
baseball really has.
On the fourth dayof Christmas my true love gave to me Stockton Rocks.
If you don't understand, ask Joel Russakov.
On the fifth day of Christmas my true love gave to me a true, I mean true
Heavyweight champion. Instead, we are left with anex-champion who seems
to be trying to break Wilt Chamberlain's record for sleeping with women and
who has a manager who is a crook, and a Heavyweight champion who has
trouble knocking out guys named'Smokin' Bert Cooper. Whatever happened
to Gerry Cooney?
On the sixth day of Christmas my true love gave to me an athletic fitness
center that had equipment in it, real equipment.
On the seventh day of Christmas my true love gave to me a UOP win
over Las Vegas in basketball and of Fresno State in football. I just hate those
guys.
On the eighth day of Christmas my true love gave to me an eight team
$100 paiiay that pays $2000. The sad thing is I would still have to borrow
money to buy my school books and eat lunch at the Summit.
On the ninth day of Christmas my true love gave to me female groupies
for sports writers. Journalist's are the real men of the world. I'll settle for the
ones that follow Guns and Roses around. I hope Axl Rose gives me a call.
On the tenth day of Christmas my true love gave to me New Year bowl
games. What a concept, nurse your deadly hangover in front of eight college
football games while eating left over snacks from the nightbefore. This is the
type of day that makes me proud to call myself an American.
On the eleventh day of Christmas my true love gave to me a Heisman
Trophy winner who doesn't play for Notre Dame or Houston. I have an idea,
how about the NCAA gives out three trophy's for the three players who set an
NCAA record this year for having a 3,500 passer, 1,500 receiver and 1,500
rushing on the same team. If I'm notmistaken, that'sTroy Kopp, AaronTimer
and Ryan Benjamin.
On the twelfth and last day of Christmas my true love gave to me sports
writers for the Pacifican so I would nothave to write almost every article,every
week, and readers who would not be so quick to criticize. So, if you don't have
anything nice to say, don't say it at all. And if you do have something nice to
say, say it to Jeffrey Weinberg.

On the thirteen day of Christmas...
Santa gave Mike Sklut a slew of sports writers.
Help Mike have a happy new year, see him about being
a Pacifican sports reporter. Third Hall, Hand Hall
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y0ur car need a little mechanical work?
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Kimbro
By Lee Ghio
Staff Writer

Get intocourt.
SPRING BASKETBALL: Entries
for the spring basketball leagues will
open on Monday. Entries will be due
Friday, Jan. 31. League play will begin
in February. Divisions available areCoRecAandB, Women,Men OpenA,B,C,
and Men Napoleon (6 ft and under) A
and B. Individuals may play in more
than one division. For example, Spud
Webb could play Men's A, Napoleon A
and Co-Rec, if he were a student at UOP.
He couldn't play Men's A and Men's B.
If there are any questions about eligibility,
ask the intramural staff.
Entry fee is $25 and payable upon
registration of the teams.
OFFICE HOURS: The Intramural
Office will be open 11 a.m. to 3 p.m. the
rest of this week and Monday through
Thursday during finals week.

Continued from page 2
General Counsel, Governmental Relations, Aetna Life and Casualty. CIPstudents will provide entertainment featuring cultures from around the world. A
raffle and silent auction will also be
held-

Tickets, $30, should be purchased by
Monday, Dec. 2. For more information,
contact the Community Involvement
Program at (209) 946-2280.
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THE ORIANA CHOIR &
THE UNIVERSITY CHORUS
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THE ORIANA CHOIR:

several of Bartok's Twenty-Seven Twoand Three-part Pieres for Women's and
Children's Chorus. Kodaly's False Spring
Stravinsky's Podbliudnve. Schaefer's
Miniwanka, Ned Rorem's A Far Island
and Gentle Visitations and Dominick
Argento's Tria Carniina Paschalia for
women's chorus, harp and guitar.
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Karen Wachsmuth, Visiting Conductor
20TH CENTURY HUNGARIAN,
CANADIAN, RUSSIAN AND
AMERICAN WORKS Including

j|

Students, faculty
no longer be 1
hanger, a
^^Hjj^BMeBride, strength

For more information call 1-800-285-USMC/(916) 646-378889
or write: United States Marine Corps, Officer Selection Office
1825 Bell St. Suite #104, Sacramento, CA 95825.

__________

The University of the Pacific Conservatory of Music, Carl Nosse, Dean
presents

^

jflj Hews Editor

FRIDAY, DECEMBER 13, 1991 - 8:00 P.M
FA YE SPANOS CONCERT HALL
$3.00 scholarship donation requested at the door;
UOP students and children 12 and under admitted free of charge
Call (209) 946-2415 for more information.
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